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I. INTRODUCTION

When speaking out in favor of education reform, President Bush asserted that “too many of [the nation’s] neediest children [were] being left behind.” President Bush and Congress believed the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (“NCLB”) would improve educational opportunities and impact every student in schools across America. The provisions of NCLB, at the core, seek to “drive broad gains in student achievement and to hold states and schools more accountable for student progress.” Despite the intentions of President Bush and members of Congress, some of the nation’s neediest children are still being left behind.

Since NCLB’s passage, the law has remained at the center of education debates and NCLB has been described as the “symbol of all things good and bad in education.” In particular, the changes brought by NCLB to special education have been dramatic and unrealistic; the changes fail to recognize the wide-range of disabilities affecting over six million children in America. In four parts, this article focuses on NCLB’s negative impact on special education. Part II outlines the provisions of NCLB and examines the differences between NCLB and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (“IDEA”). Part III provides a detailed explanation of the existing scholarly opinions in support of, and in disagreement with, NCLB. Part IV discusses the current political landscape and NCLB’s pending reauthorization. Finally, Part V, based on an analysis of the issues plaguing
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the current system, suggests a solution to improve the existing relationship between special education and NCLB. Furthermore, Part V addresses the positive aspects and possible shortcomings of implementing the suggested changes prior to the conclusion of the article in Part VI.

II. STATEMENT OF THE LAW

Understanding NCLB’s framework is key to understanding NCLB’s flaws as the Act relates to special education. Part II discusses NCLB’s passage and the requirements NCLB sets for schools and districts. This section concludes with the similarities and differences of NCLB in comparison to the IDEA, another significant educational policy that relates to the education of students with disabilities.

A. NCLB’s Passage

In an effort to decrease the achievement gap and hold states and districts accountable for the education of every American student, Congress reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (“ESEA”) through the passage of NCLB in 2001. When President Bush signed NCLB into law, NCLB authorized some of the most widespread changes to the American school system since the ESEA’s passage in 1965. NCLB aims “to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic achievement standards and state academic assessments.” These requirements focus on improving the quality and effectiveness of the education system and raising achievement levels of all students. Legislators contend successful implementation centers around four main pillars of accountability, flexibility in the use of funding, research-proven effectiveness in instructional methods and
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materials in the classroom, and influence, information, and choice for parents.\textsuperscript{948}

\textbf{B. NCLB Requirements}

NCLB's two primary objectives aim to ensure all students are held to the same academic expectations and that the states and districts use assessments to ensure schools, teachers, and administrators are held accountable for students' failures to meet proficiency goals.\textsuperscript{949} NCLB uses testing and accountability requirements to assist with the aim of raising and closing the achievement gaps, "based on a goal of '100 percent proficiency' by 2014."\textsuperscript{950} To reach this goal, NCLB requires schools to test students in grades three through eight annually in reading and mathematics, and to test students in science at least one time each in elementary, middle, and high school.\textsuperscript{951}

In addition to the testing, NCLB requires states to develop academic proficiency goals for all students.\textsuperscript{952} These goals require testing to determine whether all students are meeting the established proficiency goals.\textsuperscript{953} The proficiency standards are also used to determine the level of academic achievement, or adequate yearly progress ("AYP"), students must attain, as measured by the state assessments.\textsuperscript{954} The definition of AYP must specifically address how districts and schools plan to assess student ability and monitor student progress from year to year.\textsuperscript{955} While the provisions of NCLB permit each state to develop a definition for AYP as long as the definition aligns with certain specifications outlined by the federal government.\textsuperscript{956}

These tests and the proficiency standards are important because schools must meet the proficiency goals as a whole to make AYP, and specific...
student populations must also meet proficiency goals for a school to make AYP. These student populations, referred to in the statute as subgroups, include students from low-income backgrounds, from major racial and ethnic groups, with disabilities, and with limited English proficiency. Schools must publicly report the passage rates and include a breakdown of success by subgroup, thus holding schools accountable for the learning of every single student.

C. NCLB’S Relationship to the IDEA

Prior to NCLB, the IDEA contained specifications concerning accountability for the education of students with disabilities; however, these accountability provisions were rarely enforced. This concept of required and enforced accountability for all students is the central difference between the provisions of the IDEA and NCLB. IDEA takes an individualized approach by requiring schools to make specific services available and develop an individualized education program ("IEP") for each child with a disability. NCLB takes a broader view, emphasizing the need to close achievement gaps on test scores and raise the collective scores of all students to meet state-specific proficiency levels.

NCLB advanced the initiatives of the IDEA by establishing the accountability requirement, changes that likely influenced the 2004 IDEA reauthorization signed by President George W. Bush. The reauthorization coordinated the requirements of NCLB with the IDEA’s guidelines for special education programs and responded to findings that the education of students with disabilities had been stalled by “low expectations and an insufficient focus on applying replicable research on...
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proven methods of teaching and learning. These changes were intended to provide students with disabilities the right to the same education and expectations of their peers in general education classrooms. The 2004 reauthorization elevated the relationship between the IDEA and NCLB to a higher significance, particularly on issues related to the education of children with disabilities, by “providing both individualized instruction and school accountability.”

III. SCHOLARLY LANDSCAPE

The debate over NCLB finds special education advocates and parents divided; they want high expectations for their students with disabilities but fear that students will ultimately be the party to suffer. The following opinions identify the provisions and aspects of NCLB that scholars believe work for and against special education.

A. Positives of NCLB’s Impact on Special Education

1. Holds Districts Accountable for the Education of all Students

Prior to the enactment of NCLB, states and districts largely excluded students with disabilities from state testing programs. Schools cited various reasons for excluding students with disabilities from testing, including a desire to limit stress for those students, a lack of knowledge regarding test modifications and accommodations, and a goal to raise a school’s overall scores. Regardless of the reasons, the exclusion from
testing was personally damaging to the students as well as to reform efforts, and the exclusion made it difficult for parents to monitor their child’s progress.\textsuperscript{973} Now, NCLB requires states and districts to include students with disabilities in local and statewide assessments\textsuperscript{974} and for states and school districts to be held accountable for the performance of those students.\textsuperscript{975} Parents, advocates, and educators now celebrate that students with disabilities count in statewide assessments, fully participate in the assessments, and that their progress is made public.\textsuperscript{976}

2. Allows Districts, Parents, and Lawmakers to Monitor Progress

In addition to testing and monitoring the progress of students with disabilities, each district must publish a report card every year that outlines total and subgroup AYP performance for each school in the district.\textsuperscript{977} Districts must include a wide variety of information in the report cards, including the achievement data aggregated and disaggregated by subgroup, scores in math and reading, percentage of students tested and not tested, and information on indicators used to determine AYP such as graduation rates and teacher qualifications.\textsuperscript{978} Since districts publicize these results, the report cards provide a means of comparison for parents to evaluate the quality of their child’s education to the education provided at other schools in a district or throughout the state.\textsuperscript{979}

3. Availability of Accommodation on Testing

Under NCLB, states must assess at least ninety-five percent of all students and students in each of the five subgroups.\textsuperscript{980} If students with disabilities need accommodations in order to take the assessments, the
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school must provide those accommodations. These accommodations allow the assessments to measure a student’s knowledge and ability without the potential interference of the student's disability. NCLB specifies that the number of proficient scores on alternate achievement standards should not exceed one percent of all students assessed. This alternate achievement standard is different from the grade-level achievement standards used to measure students in general education classrooms. According to NCLB, individual states are allowed to define alternate achievement standards as long as the standards “align with the State’s academic content standards; [p]romote access to the general curriculum; and [r]eflect professional judgment of the highest achievement standards possible.”

B. Negatives of NCLB’s Impact on Special Education

While proponents of the law believe the accountability and reporting requirements move special education in a positive direction, NCLB’s impact on special education has been widely criticized by lawmakers, educators, and parents across the country. This section shifts from the views of NCLB’s proponents to examine opponents’ views of the law as a cause for major concern.

1. Misplaced Objectives and a Narrow Curriculum

Those in opposition to NCLB argue the law wastes already limited resources on assessments that modify curricula, change or eliminate successful programs that work specifically for students with disabilities, and force low-achieving students out of schools. James E. Ryan argues that rather than focusing on yearly achievement, the assessments and AYP goals are actually more about rigid benchmarks. The requirements of
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NCLB reduce classroom instruction to one goal: teachers teach so their students pass the state assessments so the school can meet AYP for the year. In response to these pressures, teachers spend increased amounts of time on complex assignments that focus on reading and math; in turn, students receive less instruction in other subjects.

2. Limited Access to General Education Curriculum

In addition to narrowing the curriculum, NCLB also limits access to the curriculum. “If students with disabilities are to meet the goal of achieving at proficient levels by the year 2014, [these students] will need to have access to the general education curriculum." The requirement poses a challenge because the success of students with disabilities is dependent upon access to the general education curriculum; however, oftentimes students with disabilities do not possess the same necessary skills as their peers to demonstrate knowledge regarding what they have been taught. In short, the meaning of “proficient” within the special education curriculum differs from the meaning of “proficient” for students learning based on a general education curriculum.

3. Special Education Students as Scapegoats for Failure to Meet AYP

Meeting the proficiency requirement can be especially complex and the policies and AYP provisions create concern regarding accountability. In some situations, district administrators blame the performance of students with disabilities on state assessments as being the only factor that keeps a school from reaching AYP. “Educators have been sounding the alarm that . . . special education students . . . are causing their schools” to fall short of the AYP goal. These types of comments could have a negative effect if they were to reach the students’ ears. Furthermore, this blame is
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misplaced because NCLB contains a safe harbor provision. This provision addresses concerns that a school would fail to meet AYP because one subgroup failed to meet the state AYP goals. This provision states that schools can avoid being marked as failing if, during the next year, the number of subgroup students below proficiency decreases by ten percent when compared with the assessment results from the preceding year.1000

4. Limited Funding

Lastly, NCLB fails to take into account the nation’s financial, educational inequalities.1001 High-spending schools outspend low-spending schools “at least three to one in most states.”1002 NCLB does provide funding, but it usually allots to less than ten percent of most schools’ budgets, and the funding amount fails to meet the extreme financial needs of disadvantaged schools.1003 In addition, the high cost of providing intervention services to students who fail to meet AYP is a large concern for educators and lawmakers because these services come with extensive costs.1004

IV. CURRENT POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

Congress should have addressed all of the flaws and criticisms surrounding NCLB when the law was scheduled for reauthorization, but the legislation is still overdue for renewal.1005 Part IV addresses Congress’s reauthorization efforts and describes President Obama’s proposed solution to fix NCLB’s failing provisions. This section concludes by presenting three viewpoints surrounding the relationship between NCLB and the education of students with disabilities.
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Congress’s last serious attempt to rewrite NCLB occurred in 2007, but legislators made no progress because education groups and teachers’ unions opposed a provision regarding merit pay.努力 Efforts for reauthorization increased in 2011 as legislators from both parties began discussing an alternative way to effectively and fairly monitor student progress and hold schools accountable。尽管这些努力，2013年4月，国会还没有重新授权NCLB或重写法律。

In response to the growing criticism of the law, the Obama Administration created and released a blueprint for the reauthorization of NCLB in March 2010, which makes the receipt of funding conditional on districts taking action to improve schools and prepare students for life beyond high school。The blueprint calls for a “broad overhaul” of the NCLB and proposes to “reshape divisive provisions that encouraged instructors to teach to tests, narrowed the curriculum, and labeled one in three American schools as failing。” embrace President Obama’s proposed blueprint includes measures for accountability and consequences for failure but it eliminates the deadline for one hundred percent proficiency in 2014。Instead, students would leave high school ready for a college or a career。

The blueprint also specifically addresses meeting the needs of diverse learners, a group in which students with disabilities are included。In addition to the existing programs, a reauthorization of NCLB would result in increased attention to including students with disabilities and improving their outcomes。This attention would focus on better teacher preparedness to educate students with disabilities, improved, more accurate assessments, and a diverse curriculum that incorporates learning to meet the needs of every student。
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The blueprint’s proposal to improve the education of students with disabilities falls within one of the categories in the debate that has emerged over NCLB and its effect on students with disabilities.1016 The first argues that districts and schools should stay the course and tough it out; the second contends that students with disabilities should stay in the accountability system, but be evaluated against different standards based on different assessments; and the third maintains that districts and schools should completely remove students with disabilities from the NCLB accountability system “because it is unreasonable and unfair.”1017 Based on the description of the blueprint, the changes fall somewhere between the first and the second viewpoints. The blueprint recommends staying on course in the sense that the same programs will stay in place, but aims to provide increased attention to students with disabilities. In addition, the blueprint also falls within the second viewpoint based on the suggestion of continued accountability with the addition of testing modification.

V. MENDING THE BROKEN RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NCLB AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

The opinion expressed in the third viewpoint is a valid assertion; as it stands, NCLB’s accountability system is unreasonable, unfair, and essentially unrealistic for students with disabilities. The problem with the third option, however, is that it suggests that legislators, educators, and parents give up on students with disabilities; this solution itself is unreasonable, unfair, and unrealistic. Instead, the federal government must recognize the unattainable expectations set by NCLB and reevaluate the current system by setting attainable goals for students with disabilities according to the students’ needs.

A. Proposal

Congress should address the needs of special education students in NCLB by adapting the four main pillars of the law to fit the needs of students with disabilities. As noted in Part II, NCLB centers on research-proven effectiveness in instructional methods and materials in the classroom; accountability; the availability of parental influence,
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After evaluating NCLB and the costs and benefits to special education, the following proposal is based on the ability to revamp the relationship between special education and the four pillars in an ideal legislative environment. The four aforementioned pillars should work in conjunction with the IEP requirements outlined in the IDEA. Collaboration between the two most significant educational policies in the nation’s history will provide students with disabilities access to an inclusive education system directly tailored to their needs.

1. Research-Proven Effectiveness in Instructional Methods and Materials in the Classroom

The first way to address the issues plaguing the system is to change the assessments used in special education classrooms. Instead of testing students using the general standardized tests, states should develop specific assessments for students with disabilities. The assessments should test all subject matters, not just reading, math, and science. As a result, the assessments will not constrain students with disabilities to a rigid, narrow curriculum. In addition, the new assessments should focus on the instructional methods and materials used in special education classrooms. By assessing students in the same way they are taught, the assessments will reflect the effectiveness of the instruction. This solution is not meant to suggest that states should create an individualized assessment for each student; rather, it suggests that lawmakers and educators evaluate the methods of instruction used in special education classrooms and develop assessments based on these key methods.

The purpose of an alternate assessment is two-fold: not only will such an assessment test students’ knowledge and abilities, but this type of assessment will provide concrete evidence into the effectiveness of chosen instructional methods. If students with disabilities are tested in the same way they are instructed, but still struggle to meet certain goals or objectives, then it is possible that the issues arise out of the instructional methods.

2. Accountability Through IEPs, AYP, and Frequent Assessments

While alternate assessments would remove students with disabilities from school accountability numbers as a whole, this approach still mandates accountability for students with disabilities through the use of
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IEPs, the creation of a separate AYP standard, and an increase in the frequency of assessments. Traditionally, IEPs focus on a student’s grasp of basic academics, “access, and/or functional skills and have had little relationship to a specific academic area or grade-level expectations.”\textsuperscript{1019} In addition to the standard IEP process, this proposal recommends that IEPs also include an additional section pertaining to the state assessment. This section should outline specific goals and objectives a student should grasp based on the content of the assessment.

In turn, this aspect provides the ability to monitor progress based on the creation of separate AYP standards for use in special education classrooms. The definition of AYP should be similar to the definition used for students in the general education curriculum who take the general state assessments; the definition must specifically address how districts and schools plan to assess student ability and monitor student progress as tailored to special education curriculums.\textsuperscript{1020} This separate definition of AYP should include the addition of two assessments per year for students with disabilities, one near the beginning of the academic year and one near the end. This will allow teachers, administrators, and parents to see how a child is learning at the beginning of the academic year and then evaluate the child at the end of the year. By testing twice in an academic year, progress may be measured over time. In addition, districts can monitor, address, and correct issues in a more timely manner. These changes allow for different, yet intertwined, ways to hold districts accountable for student progress.

3. Influence, Information, and Choice for Parents

This proposal maintains parental input in their child’s education while also conforming their child’s education to a broader set of standards. Typically, parents are involved in the creation of their child’s IEP as part of a larger IEP development team.\textsuperscript{1021} The team is also comprised of at least a special education teacher, a regular education teacher, and a representative from the local educational agency.\textsuperscript{1022} By heightening the importance and significance of the IEP regarding standardized assessments, parents can still provide input regarding the totality of their child’s education. With assessments twice per year, parents will be able to see, through the goals
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and objectives outlined in their child’s IEP, how their child progressed from assessment to assessment.

Districts and schools should provide information to parents detailing the types of special education services and assessments offered. If parents are unsatisfied with the options provided at their child’s school, the parents should have the opportunity to voice this opinion and work with the rest of the IEP team to develop a reasonable solution. Districts, schools, and parents should use all means necessary to provide the best education for the student.

4. Flexibility in the Use of Funding

As with the implementation of any type of law or proposal, there must be a source of funding. This proposal proceeds on the assumption that while the states will maintain control over the educational system, the federal government will still provide some funding for special education programs. The state programs must conform to general requirements established by the federal government, such as the inclusion of mandatory accountability procedures in IEPs, testing twice per academic year, and a definition of AYP that conforms with a series of specifications.

This proposal also depends on flexibility in the way federal funding is used to support special education programs. The assessment change alone requires that states have the ability to experiment with different types of assessments. As a result, the federal government should permit the states to use the money in furtherance of continuous improvement of their special education programs. In turn, the states may use federal funding on all aspects of their special education programs.

B. Response to These Changes

These changes would likely be praised by some and condemned by others, just as NCLB has been throughout the past 10 years. While the proposal does not provide an absolute cure for every flaw within NCLB, it maintains the positive aspects while avoiding the aforementioned criticisms.

The proposal still includes testing accommodations, accountability provisions, and the ability for parents, lawmakers, and educators to monitor student progress. It also builds accommodations into the assessment by creating assessments that conform to the everyday instruction students
receive. The assessments create accountability for the tests themselves and for the instructional methods used in classrooms. When reviewing the scores, lawmakers, educators, and parents can assess a student’s progress in the same classroom with the same instructor over the period of one year.

The proposal also seeks to address the common criticisms of NCLB explained in Part III. This proposal addresses misplaced objectives in districts and schools by creating two separate assessment benchmarks and assessing students modeled on daily instruction. The sole focus shifts away from achieving AYP; instead, the proposal implements a definition of AYP that molds to the special education classroom by creating two assessments to monitor progress and instruction as outlined in students’ IEPs. The new assessments also address the criticism that NCLB requirements result in a limited curriculum, as they will focus on all subject matters. Finally, this proposal combats the criticism that students with disabilities serve as scapegoats when districts or schools fail to meet AYP. By implementing an AYP requirement specific to the special education classroom and curriculum, it removes students with disabilities from the overall AYP equation and eliminates the possibility of blame while still keeping a method to track progress.

Despite the ability to keep the positives and address most of the criticisms addressed in Part III, the proposal is not perfect. It is likely that critics will argue that the experimentation and development of assessments will take too long and prove too costly. While these arguments are recognized, the make up of special education classrooms has changed and districts and schools need to adapt; costs and implementation times should not bar these students from “a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education.”

VI. CONCLUSION

Congress needs to reauthorize NCLB in a way that will stop leaving special education students behind. NCLB placed the spotlight on an increasing achievement gap, prompted new conversations, and introduced Congress to the need for change in the nation’s educational system. NCLB’s focus on accountability revealed that states must act to avoid a path where students with disabilities only encounter low expectations. By altering NCLB’s key provisions, the special education curriculum will be

one based on the individual and unique needs of the students.

In contrast, however, lawmakers, educators, and parents must recognize that immediate, dramatic improvement in educational performance is also unrealistic with the state of the current system. Experimentation will serve as a useful tool as districts and schools seek to realign instructional programs. In time, this experimentation will lead to services and opportunities that support and allow special education students to succeed. A new definition of AYP tailored specifically to special education classrooms, combined with a revised set of specific assessments that adapt to the needs of students with disabilities, can bring positive change in special education classrooms across the nation.